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ECONOMIC THEORY AND NATIONAL ACCOIJNTING 

Abstract 

This paper describes the relationship between economic theory and national 
accounting. This relationship is ofien misunderstood, by economic theorists and 
national accountants alike. Attention is drawn to the consistency required in a national 
accounting system, to national accounts figures as a transformation of primary data and 
to the fùndamcntally different valuation principles employed in econornic theory and 
national accounting (forward looking and analytic versus backward looking and 
descriptive). The gap between econornic theory and national accounting can only be 
bridged by satellite accounts, as in these accounts consistency with the overall system 
and valuation at current exchange valuc arc not strictly required. 
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The relation between economic theory and national accounting can be investigated 
from two sides: 

the importance of national accounts for econornic theory; 

the importance of economic theory for national accounting. 

In this paper we will focus on the importance of econornic theory for national 
accounting. 

ARer the second world war, national accounting came to be dominated by the 
international guidelines ('the era of the international guidelines'). A new generation of 
international guidelines will be implemented in the forthcoming years: 

- the System of National Accounts published in 1993 (the 1993 SNA); 

- the European System of National and Regional Accounts to be published in 
1995 (1995 ESA). 

The 1993 SNA applies to al1 countries over the world; the 1995 ESA is consistent with 
the 1993 SNA but focuses on the circumstances in the European Union2. Considering 
the important role of these guidelines, our discussion on the relation between econornic 
theory and national accounting will be centered around these international guidelines. 

Section 2 provides an introductory overview of the relationship between econornic 
theory and national accounting. 

The national accounts are a bookkeeping system which requires many types of 
consistency. This consistency determines the extent to which econornic theory can be 
incorporated in the national accounts. This is the topic of section 3. 

National accounts figures are transformations of primary data with the aid of statistica1 
techniques and conceptual conventions. The latter conventions are partly based on 
economic thcory. This transformation process is discussed in section 4. 

Valuation is at the heart of both econornic theory and national accounting. Section 5 
investigates therefore in more detail the relationship between principles of valuation in 
econornic theory and national accounting. Conclusions are d ram in section 6. 

The main differences beween the 1995 ESA and 1993 SNA are summarized in para 1.25 of the 
1995 ESA. 



2. Economic theow and national accounting;: an introductorv overview 

National accounting and economic theory have a long joint history, both in persons and 
in concepts3. Sonie important cases in point are : 

- King and Petty are not only the founding fathers of national accounting, 
but are als0 to be memorated for their other contributions to econornic 
theory4. King's law of demand can be regarded as the first statistica1 
demand curve. Petty is known for his work on the velocity of money. He 
als0 acknowledged the importance of the concept of human capital: he 
even estimated the value of human capita1 in England. 

Kuznets' work on economic growth and historica] time series has been 
important to  both national accounting and econornic theory. The same 
applies to Leontiefs pathbreaking work on input-output analysis. 

Hicks and Frisch are generally known for their contributions to econornic 
theory and econometrics. However, they als0 made important contribu- 
tions to national accounting. The reverse situation holds for Stone: his role 
in the development of international guidelines on national accounting is his 
most outstanding contribution, but he is als0 to be remembered as one of 
the pioneers of econometrics. 

The Keynesian revolution was important to both econornic theory and 
national accounting. It stimulated the development of the national accounts 
al1 over the world. The drastic increase in the availability of national 
accounts figures reinforced the Keynesian revolution in economic theory 
(and policy). Furthennore, during the second world war, Keynes, at that 
time a high ranking official in the UK, asked Stone and Meade to develop 
and estimate a system of national accounts for improving the planning of 
the war-budget. 

Since the second world war, the role and nature of national accounting has drastically 
changed. National accounting became wel1 established and als0 institutionalized: 

National accounting concepts are now internationally agreed upon and laid 
down in international guidelines; 

- Compiling national accounts figures became to be regarded as an official 
task of the government (and not of individual researchers); 

The 'standard' national accounting figures became the framework of 
reference for social and economic policy al1 over the world. 

The institutionalization with respect to the concepts used, the compilation of national 
accounts time-series and the use of the national accounts reduced the room for 

On the history of national accounting, see Bos (1992a) and Kenessey (1994). 

See Schumpeter (1954): p. 213. 



interaction wiih economic thcory. National accounting became a separate branch of 
economics and relatively inaccessable in two respects: 

the concepts are specific, complex and partly based on compromises, 
which are always difficult to understand for outsiders (see Denison, 197 1, 
p 38); 

the compilation methods are usually not well-documented and made public. 

Furthermore, during the most recent revision of the international guidelines, the 
starting point was that the basic concepts should not be changed drastically. Attention 
should be focused on clariiying and extending the accounting system recommended. 
The continuity of basic concepts has clear advantages for compilers and users of 
national accounts. However, such a starting point may discourage the development of 
new concepts and limit the interaction with econornic theory. 

Nevertheless, despite the decreased room for interaction, the national accounts are still 
important for econornic theory in four fundamental ways5: 

- National accounts figures mect data needs of economic theory that cm not 
be fùlfilled by primary data, because: 
* primary data can only describe some aspect or part of the 

national economy; the national accounts provide a 
comprehensive overview of the whole national economy. Tt 
shows many interlinkages and aspects at the Same time. As a 
consequence, nationd accounts figures can als0 show the 
importance of some aspect in relation to the whole national 
economy. A case in point is the relative size of manufacturing 
in terms of value added. 

* primary data can be inconsistent; the national accounts figures 
are necessarily consistent, conceptually as wel1 as numerically; 

* by combining data from many sources, the national accounts 
can describe aspects on which no good primary data exist. 

Furthermore, as national accounts figures are compiled al1 over the world 
following the basic concepts of the international guidelines, cross-country 
analyses can be made, ratios like GDP per capita can be compared and 
figures of various countries can be linked to each other, e.g. those on 
imports and exports (see Bos, 1994~);  

- The national accounts concepts should be relevant and applicable al1 over 
the world. They are therefore formulated in general terms but contain also 

There are also schools of econornic thought which are sceptica1 to the use of statistica1 information 
for testing and improving economic analysis. FOK example, the Austrians are fully micro-oriented and 
therefore discard the we of macro-economic statistics like national accounts figures. A quote from 
Hayek can illustrate ths: "I don't deny that statistics are very useful in informing about the current 
state of affairs, but I don't thmk statistical information has anythmg to contribute to the theoretica1 
process" (in Kresge and Wenar, 1994, p. 148). 

For econornic theory, t b s  is the positive effect of the institutionalization of national accounting. 



a lot of detail reflecting the many differences in economic and institutional 
structure. For economic theory, this rich and practica1 conceptual 
framework, can be a source of inspiration for refining and improving 
their concepts (cf. Malinvaud, 1994, p. 7). 

Economic theorists can develop their own supplementary or alternative 
national accounting systcrns (figures) and use this as a basis for analysis. 
This applies for example to the development of satellitc accounts, extended 
accounts, historica1 national accounts, world accounts and inter-regional 
input-output tables. 

The national accounts figures are used in monitoring and deciding on 
national and international economic and social policy, e.g. the criteria of 
convergence for the European Monetary Union have been defined in terms 
of national accounts figures (government deficit, government debts and 
GDP). National accounts figures are therefore important in studying the 
behaviour of the government and in investigating the merits of policy 
targets in terms of national accounts figures. 

In the international guidelines of national accounting, the influence of economic theory 
is manyfold: 

- The idea of bookkeeping is applied to  nations, regions, sectors and 
industries7; 

- The national accounts concepts are to a main extent statistica1 definitions 
of economic concepts known for centuries, e.g. capita1 formation, final 
consumption, imports and exports, taxes, compensation of employees, 
collective services, the government, financial assets, inflation, purchasing 
power and employment . 

Econornic theoretic constructs and considerations have helped designing 
national accounts concepts in the guidelines: 
* The definition of changes in prices and volumes include 

references to various index number formulae, e.g. Paasche, 
Laspeyres, Fischer and Tornquist. The latter two are 
superlative indices, i.e. indices that provide exact measures for 
some underlying functional form that is "flexible", the 
homogeneous quadratic and homogeneous translog functions 
being particular examples of such flexible functional forms (see 
chapter XVI in the 1993 SNA); 

Changes in quality are treated as changes in volumes. 
Differences in prices due to price discrimination do not reflect 
a difference in quality. Changes in the relative importance of 
high priced and low priced products should then be treated as 
changes in prices. 

On national accounting and bookkeeping, see Postner (1994). 



The description of the symrnetric input-output table includes 
economic-theoretic assumptions (industry technology versus 
product technology) for transforming supply and use tables 
int0 symrnetric input-output tables (see chapter IX in the 1995 
ESA and chapter XV in the 1 993 SNA); 

I The (extra) operating surpluses of fiscal monopolies are treated 
as a type oftax. 

National accounts concepts can be better understood by interpretation in 
e f term&economic theoretic concepts like utility, uncertainty, external costs, 

rationing, monopoly, net present values, production functions, elasticity 
and substitution. Investigating systematically whether and how these 
concepts are dealt with in the national accounts clarifies what is measured 
by the national accounts figures and what not. For example: 
* the guidelines explicitly state that the national accounts figures 

do not intend to measure the theoretic concepts utility and 
welfare. The decision not to measure welfare has been taken 
after some long theoretica1 debates about the intermediate and 
final use of goods and services in the 1940s (see Bos, 1992a, 

p.9) 

Recently, during the Williamsburg Conferences (see Bureau of 
Census, 199 1 and Economic Classification Policy Committee, 
1993) an effort has been undertaken to identie the econornic- 
theoretic foundations of the industry and product 
classI-fications used in the national account s. This amounted to 
looking whether the present classifications group 
establishments with similar production fbnctions (a supply- 
approach) or group products that are close substitutes from the 
point of view of the consumer (a demand approach). ï h e  
conclusion of these investigations was that the present 
classifications reflect a mixture of various approaches and 
practica1 considerations. Furthermore, it does not seem 
possible to apply one approach for the classification of al1 
industries and products. The industry and product 
classifications of the future national accounts wil1 thus always 
have to be a mixture of approaches. 

Several other examples are given in section 5, where principles of valuation 
in economic theory and national accounts are discussed. 

Furthermore, it is evident that the data needs of some theoriesltypes of analysis are 
better taken int0 account than others 8, e.g.: 

See Bos, 1993, which contains als0 a discussion of the link with econornic theory for the main 
national accounting concepts in the successive international guidelines, e.g. with respect to the 
production boundary, to factors of production and to the concept of capita1 formation. 



Keynesjun unuZysis is served by the introduction of a sector government, 
the distinction between public and private enterprises and by the stress on 
expenditure, e.g. by recording expenditure on consumer durables as final 
consumption. However, it is also true that the link with two major 
Keynesian policy targets, namely employment and unemployrnent has not 
been very strong in the international guidelines. The concept of 
employment was absent in the 1968 SNA and in the 1993 SNA there are 
still no definitions for unemployment and the labour force9. Furthermore, 
the national accounts expenditure concepts are only partly really 
expenditure concepts. For example, capita1 consumption is included in 
governrnent final consumption expenditure and final consurnption 
expenditure by households includes the services of owner-occupicd 
dwellings. 

Inpzlt-ouput uncrlysis is served by the inclusion of the supply and use 
tables and symmetrie input-output tables. 

The influence of neo-clusszcul gruwih theory could be discerned in the 
concept af capita1 fomation, which does not include intangible assets like 
human capital, and in the concepts of employment and compensation of 
employees, because no classification is made by type of labour, e.g. by 
level of education. However, just recently neo-classical economists have 
started to realize that valuation in the national accounts is fundamentally 
different from their theoretica1 framework, it is not based on prices under 
perfect competition or on net present values (see section S for a discussion 
of valuation in national accounts and economic theory). 

Monetury urzulyszs is served by the separate sector Financial intermediairies 
and its many subsectors, by the presence of financial accounts and by the 
introduction of balance sheets (the latter only in the most recent 
international guidelines). 

* Applied general equilìhrizrm unulysis and unulysis of fhe lubour marke f is 
served by drawing up a Social Accounting Matrix. 

Examples of types of analysis whose data needs have been less wel1 recognized in the 
standard system of national accounts are (see also Bos, 1993): 
* Analysis of welfare; 

* Analysis of the role of multinationals; 
* Analysis of the economies of scale and transaction costs analysislO; 

These concepts have been introduced in the 1995 ESA. However, these definitions have been left 
vague on purpose, as in fact their e.mct definition is not yet agreed upon internationally (in fact: there 
exist various international agreed upon more precise definitions but they are contradictory in various 
specific points ). 

'O Transaction costs analysis needs data on contracts and on the structure of enterprises. According to 
Coase, the present absence of such data are a main obstacle faced by researchers in transaction costs 
analysis and industrial organization (Coase, 199 1 p. 234). 



* Micro-macro links in incorne and expenditure by households; 

e halysis of production for consurnption in the same household; 
* Analysis of the relation between the economy and the environment. 

According to the most recent international guidelines, these data needs should be met 
by satellite accounts or by introducing supplementary classifications. 

In sections 3 and 4, we wil1 discuss why the data needs of sorne types of analysis have 
been better taken into account than others. 



3. National accounts, economic theorv and consistency 

The national accounts requires consistency throughout the system of accounts. 
Consistency is a great merit of national accounts figures. Due to consistency, fígures 
can be related to each other throughout the whole accounting framework. This 
guarantees als0 that ratios derived from this framework are consistent. This may 
pertain to e.g. value added per hour worked, National Disposable Jncome per capita 
and government debt as a percentage of Domestic Product. The consistency also 
serves to check the consistency of basic data or to make residual estimates, e.g.: 

- estimate saving as the differente between disposable income and final 
consumption expenditure; 

- estirnate final consumption of a product as the difference between domestic 
production of this product and the net exports of this product (assuming 
no intermediate consumption nor capita1 formation of this product). 

The concepts in the national accounts are based on consistency in four respects: 

(1) Al1 transactions must be recorded twice, once as a resource (or a change 
in liabilities) and once as a use (or a change in assets). The total of 
transactions recorded as uses must be equal to that of resources, thus 
permitting a check on the consistency of the accounts; 

(2) Most transactions involve two institutional units. Each transaction of this 
type must be recorded consistently by the two transactors involved in 
respect of timing, valuation and, if relevant, volume. 

(3 Resources and uses must be equal per account. For the goods and services 
account, this implies that the supply of goods and services must be equal to 
its mes. For the Production Account, this implies that output is equal to 
interrnediate consumption plus value added. For the other accounts, similar 
identities hold; 

(4) The accounts are interconnected via balancing items: the balancing item 
of an account is usually the start of the subsequent account. This 
establishes consistency between the various accounts and in the overall 
system. 

The national accounts requirements of com-istency determine the extent to which 
economic theory ca~2 be incorporated in bhe nafional accounts, because: 

- some econornic theoretic concepts may violate these requirements and can 
thus never be incorporated in a consistent system of national accounts; 

some combinations of economic theoretic concepts may be impossible to 
incorporate; 

some economic theoretic concepts may be dificult to combine with 
specific types of statistica1 information, e.g. with business accounts data or 
household budget survey information. 



Some cxamples may serve to illustrate this role played by consistency. 

Consistency requires that if activities are regarded as production and their output is to 
be recorded, then the concomittant income, employment, final consumption, etc. are 
als0 to be recorded. For example, ihe own-account production of housing services by 
owner-occupiers is recorded as production, so is the incomc and final consumption 
expenditure it generates for these owner-occupiers. The reverse holds when activities 
are not recorded as production: domestic services produced and consumed within the 
Same household do not generate income and final consumption expenditure and thus 
no employment is involved. 

Consistency is als0 rcquired between the production and asset boundary. For example, 
as the guidelines do not regard the services of consumer durables and human capital as 
production, expenditure on consumer durables and human capita1 are also not regarded 
as captial formation (related to these types of production). 

So, arguments for choosing a particular production boundaq can be relevant to the 
choice of the concept of capita1 formation and vice versa. Similarly, the arguments for 
particular concepts of income and employrnent can be relevant for choosing the 
concept of the production boundary. 

The national accounts require consistency betwcen the concepts of production, 
income, employment, final consumption and capital formation. This implies e.g. that 
Keynesian expenditure concepts of final consumption and capital formation can not be 
combined with a welfare-oriented or extended approach to  national accounting. The 
latter approach amounts e.g. to the inclusion of unpaid household services as 
production or the introduction of the concept of human capital. Only one approach c m  
be chosen. 

Different notions exist of the distinction between 'factors of production' and services. 
For example, as in the international guidelines compensation of employees can be 
regarded as a payment to a factor of production. However, it is also possible to treat it 
as a payment for a service (see UN, 1947, pp. 55, 56; Bos, 1993, pp. 16- 18; this idea is 
applied in a human capital module in Bos, 1994d). Similarly, interest is at present by 
convention regarded as a payment to a factor of production but could also be treated 
as a payment for a service Qroposed by e.g. Ruggles, 1990). In a consistent 
accounting system, only one option can be chosen. 

Different perceptions als0 exist of the treatment of employers' contributions to life 
insurance and private pension funds (see e.g. Ruggles, 1990, p. 416-417). The 
international guidelines regard them as part of current compensation received by 
employees. As a consequence, when the households actually receive the benefits of 
these employers' contributions (in the form of a pension), they can not be recorded as 
income of households, as this would amount to double-counting. An alternative 



treatment is to record the employers' contributions not as part of current campensation 
of employees. It becomes then possible to record the receipt of such a pension as 
income of households. This improves the micro-macro linkage from the point of view 
of households. Bath accounting treatments have their merits. However, one thing is 
clear: both treatments can not can be incorporated simultaneously in one (consistent) 
system of national accounts. 

By introducing a satellite account supplementing the standard set of accounts and 
tables, justice can be done to mutually inconsistent concepts and data needs. This 
satellite account can show the consequences of using alternative concepts. In order to 
maintain a good overall system of accounts, the satellite account should also contain a 
table where the conceptual differences with the standard accounts are shown. 

Incorporating an economic theoretic concept does not pose problems of consistency if 
it requires only a supplementary classification. This pertains e.g. to: 

the concept of multinationals; 

the concept economies of scale (by classifjing producers by size-class). 

The role played by domestic and foreign multinationals could be made explicit in the 
classifications of domestic sectors and the Rest of the Worldll. Such a classification 
would make sense in view of the specific characteristics of multinationals, e.g. in 
transferring technology, in financing their production processes or simply because of 
their size. The intra-firm flows of a multinational may be imports and exports to  a 
country. It seems likely that the determinants of this type of imports and exports differ 
fi-om imports and exports between independent enterprises. The sector classifications 
in the international guidelines include resident units pertaining to a foreign 
multinational. However, they have ignored resident units pertaining to a domestic 
multinational. Furthermore, the Rest of the World Account does not contain a 
distinction between intra-firn flows and other fl ows. 

1 1  

'' This is done in the Research and Development moduie Dy Bos, Hollanders and Keuning (1994). 



4. National accounts figures as transformations of ~r imarv data 

In order to provide a consistent and complete statistica1 description of a national 
economy, primary data should be transformed into national accounts figures. This 
transformation is often not very straightfonvard, as consistency and completeness can 
only be attained by using a very heterogeneous set of primary data. This set is likely to 
include data pertaining to different years, data on values, volumes and prices, data 
based on different concepts (e.g. about compensation of employees), data available 
regularly but als0 incidental data (e.g. a population census) and data of high reliability 
and data with serious biases. These data should be compared, combined, extrapolated, 
modified and integrated. Compiling a consistent set of national accounts figures 
amounts thus to the creative and systematic processing of rnany types of primary data. 

An extended, wel-coordinated set of basic statistics drastically reduces the need to use 
assumptions and low-quality information (incomplete, outdated or unreliable) for 
compiling national accounts figures. In such a case, national accounts figures provide a 
solid statistica1 description of a national economy. l2 However, if assumptions and low- 
quality information dominate the compilation process, the national accounts figures are 
different in nature: they are less a description of the economy and more an assumption 
about the economy. Hidden in the compilation process, certain developments in the 
national economy are then mled out by definition, e.g.: 
- when constant ratios of outputhntermediate consumption are assumed for 

some industries during several years; 

when for smal1 enterprises below the survey threshold the ratios and 
developments of the bigger enterprises are applied; 

when the composition of household consumption expenditure is held 
constant for years where no results fiom the family budget survey are 
available. 

Of course, it should be realized that despite such assumptions, the national accounts 
figures will still present the best available description. Furthermore, these national 
accounts figures can only be improved upon by making better assumptions or by 
exploiting some statistica1 information not yet used. 

Assumptions13 are particularly more important for compiling detailed figures, historica1 
times series and short term figures. A cntcial advantage of short term figures is that 
comparison with definite, annual figures can provide a regular check on the validity of 
the assumptions. 

l2  Cf. the basic statistics and assumptions used in the compilation of final estimates of Dutch GNP, 
see Bos and Gorter (1993). 

l3 In the near future, in compiling historica1 time series and short term figures, assumptions will be 
replaced more and more b -  econometric mdels  or equations. This implies that an econometric model 
estimated on the basis of figures partly generated with an econometric model is likely to give a 
misleadingly good fit, as it is likely that often the Same variables will be chosen in both models. 



Knowledge of the compilation process is thus essential to understand what is described 
and what is assumed. Statistica1 offices should therefore als0 providc information about 
the assumptions used in the compilation process (see in a similar vein Richter, 1994). 

í%e choice of the national accourats concepts determines the empirica1 content of 
national a~counts~figures, because: 

The concepts and classifications chosen for the national accounts iduence 
the extent to which primary data should be transformed. The closer the 
national accounts concepts and classifications resemble those in the 
primary data sources available, the less transformation is required. 
Similarly, the more national accounts concepts and classifications deviate 
from those in the available data sources, the more national accounts figures 
wil1 be based on transformation. For example, a relatively close link to the 
concepts, detail and classifications used in administrative data sources 
(business accounts, tax data, social security data) reduces the 
transforrnation required when using such data for compiling national 
accounts figures. Analogously, by als0 treating expenditure on education 
as capita1 formation, also capita1 consumption corresponding to these 
expenditure shouId be defined and calculated. This is avoided when 
expenditure on education are recorded as intermediate or final 
consumption (see aIso Bos, 1992b). 

The concepts chosen for the national accounts als0 influence the range of 
variables (scopes) on which good quality primary data should be available. 
Some production boundaries are more data demanding than others; 
enlarging the production boundary with unpaid household services enlarges 
the national accounts demand for data. 

Some national accounts conventions in the guidelines can be interpreted as 
assumptions that replace statistica1 information. For example, the 
convention to record the use of al1 the collective services as final 
consumption and not partly as interrnediate consumption. Another example 
is the convention to record al1 expenditure by households for private 
purposes as final consumption and not partly as interrnediate 
consumption (e.g. the costs of transportation when shopping). 

Other national accounts conventions in the guidelines can better be inter- 
preted as moulding reality into sirnpfe but misleading forms. This 
happens when the use of financial intermediation services indirectly 
measured are allocated on the basis of a reference rate of interest and only 
to depositors or non-banks. Another instance is the allocation of VAT to 
regions in order to calculate a regional product at market prices. Both are 
examples of arbitrarily imposing a micro-macro link.14 

l4  See als0 Bos, 1989, section 6.2 'The whoie should be unequal to the sum of its parts' in the national 
accounts. 



According to the 'Dutch' view on national accounting15, the core-set of accounts and 
tables should be consistent, genera1 purpose and stay close to "the econornic agents' 
perceptions of themselves and of their transactions" (Van Bochove and Van Tuinen, 
1986, p. 140). This last requirement can be intcrpreted as that the concepts in the core 
should aim at maximizing the empirica1 content of the national accounts figures whiie 
minimizing the role of analytic constructs. The satellites ('modules') supplementing this 
core should be more analytic and reflect special purposes and special theoretic views. 

The core set of accounts and tables in the international guidelines meets these 
requirements rather well, as most of the analytic constructs included are the direct 
result of the requirements of consistency16 (see als0 section 3). Furthermore, the 
classifications in the guidelines show as explicitIy as possible where analytic constructs 
enter, e.g. a distinction is made between income in cash and in kind. However, the 
Dutch' distinction between core and satellites implies that the supply and use tables are 
part of the core, while the syrnmetric input-output tables are a satellite, because 
construction of the latter tables depends substantially on the assumptions made. 

Satellites are very usefùl for incorporating statistics in non-monetary units and showing 
their links to the core. This applies e.g. to statistics on the environment, statistics on 
education and statistics on time we. The linkage is established by using, as far as 
possible, the classifications employed in the core, e.g. the classification by type of 
household or the classification by industry. In this way, a consistent extended 
framework is drawn upl7. This framework can then serve as a data base for the analysis 
and evaluation of al1 kinds of interactions between the variables in the core framework 
and those in the extended part. If an effort is made to trancform the statistics in non- 
monetary units int0 statistics in monetary units, the role of the transformation process 
is drastically increased. As a consequence, the resultingfigures are more the outcomes 
of a model and less a statislic; chatzging the model (assumptions) may drasticd& 
change thejìgures (cf. Keuning, 1993 on green national income). This applies e.g.: 

l5 For an overview of the ideas of the 'Dutch School', see Den Bakker (1994) and Reich (1993). 
Various articles on the past, present and future of the Dutch national accounts, can be found in De 
Vries et al. (1993), which commernorates 50 years of national accounts in the Netherlands. 

l6 T h s  is als0 revealed by comparing the design of a typically 'Dutch' core in Gorter (1988) with the 
new international guidelines. The major differente is the treatment of the services of owner-occupied 
dwellings: in Gorter's core this is not regarded as production. Considering these relatively minor 
Werences and in order to align to the international standards, the Dutch national accounts wil1 have 
a core set of accounts and tables consistent with the international guidelines (see also Bos, 1994b). 

l7 Keuning (1994) proposes e.c.en the development of a much extended integrating framework, a 
SESAME which is a SAM extended and integrated with al1 kinds of statistics in non-monetas. units. 
The requirement of consistency in such an exíended statistic is a great merit for al1 kinds of analysis, 
but to what extent and detail such consistency is possible from a statistica1 point of view is less clear. 
Current compilation practice shows already great problems in obtaining consistency between the 
financial accounts and the non-financial accounts or between employment in the national accounts 
and in al1 kinds of labour statistics. Nevertheless, al1 extra plausibility checks and increased 
consistency obtained by trymg to implement such an ambitious framework can be regarded as 
significant improvements in the overall statistica1 ?-stem. 



to estimates of capital stock and capital consumption based on the 
Perpetual Inventnry Method; 

to using hedonistic price modeis to approximate changes in the quality of 
health care or computers. 

to assuming zero-productivity growth for government and other non- 
market services. 

to value the services of owner-occupied dwellings at a 'market rent' (see 
section 5.4); 

to estimates of the vaIue of unpaid household services and leisure time in 
extended accounting systems (see Eisner, 1988); 

to calculations of 'green' nationd income; 

to generational accounting (see section 5.3). 

Al1 these are clear exarnples of the genera1 methodological principle that measurement 
can not be fùlly independent from theory (assumptions), as measurement is snly 
possible after that a certain theoretica1 position is taken (some assumptions are made). 
This applies not ody  to the naturai sciences, but also to economics and national 
accounting. 



S. 4 
5.1 Introduction 

Valuation is at the hcart of both economic theory and national accounting. This section 
investigates therefore the relationship between principles of valuation in econornic 
theory and national accounting. 

In section 5.2, valuation in the international guidelines is described in general terms. In 
the subsequent sections, valuation is discussed in view of two specific principles of 
valuation: 

- net present value (section 5.3); 

- production costs (section 5.4). 

5.2 Principles of valuation in the international guidelines 

According to the international guidelines, the general principle of valuation in the 
national acounts is the clarrent exchange valzre, i.e., "the values at which goods and 
other assets, services, labour or the provision of capita1 are in fact exchanged or else 
could be exchanged for cash (currency or transferable deposits)" (1993 SNA, para 
3.70). This principle of valuation is a strictly descriptive principle to the extent that 
exchange for cash actually takes place; analytic considerations are then reduced to a 
maximum. The current exchange value does not correspond to theoretica1 notions of 
prices under perfect competition, because it will reflect al1 kinds of imperfections in the 
market mechanism. For example, when there is a monopoly, the current exchange 
value will be a monopoly price. (see als0 Bas, 1993, pp. 14-21) 

Valuing output and intermediate consumption at current exchange values implies that 
value added does not include holding gains and losses.l9 In order to attain consistency 
with the balance sheets, these are recorded as other changes in assets. 

Valuing output and intermediate consumption at current exchange value als0 implies 
that the (unrealised) external costs of institutional units are not taken into account, e.g. 
the costs of cleaning polluted land and water. However, if and when an other 
institutional unit bears these costs, e.g. the government, then they are registered in the 
accounts of that unit. 

l 8  The guidelines make only one exception: transfer pricing. However, this exception is usually 
wishful thinking as it is just too diñlcult and time£onsurning for statisticians to try to distinguisli a 
transfer price from a red market price. 

l9 But there are als0 clear exceptions to t h s  rule, see Bos, 1994c, section 10. 



The current exchange value is optimalIy suited for attaining consistency, because if 
some item is in fact exchanged for cash this value has a clear counterpart in the 
financial flows. Furthermore, if it concerns a transaction between institutional units, it 
is relevant for both parties involved. 

However, the perception of the current exchange value may differ for the parties 
involved. Therefore, in the guidelines two types of current exchange values are used 
for valuating flows of products: 

- basic prices: supplies of products, i.e. production and imports are valued 
at basic prices; 

- purchasers'prices: uses of products, i.e. intermediate consumption, final 
consumption, capital formation and exports are valued at purchasers' 
prices. 

In contrast to basic prices, purchasers' prices also include taxes less subsidies on 
products (but exclude e.g. deductible VAT) and transport charges paid separately by 
the purchaser to take delivery at the required time and place. 

The supply and use tables are drawn up in such a way that both types of valuation are 
used in a consistent manner. The proof of this consistency is that two types of identities 
hold in the supply and use tables: 

(1) the identity by industry: Output by industry = Input by industry. So for 
each industry: Output = Intermediate consumption + Value Added; 

(2 )  the identity by product: Tota1 supply by product = Total use by product. 
So, for each product: Output + Imports - Intermediate consumption + 
Exports + Final Consumption + Gross capita1 formation. 

For the supply and use of labour onIy one principle of valuation is used in the 
guidelines, because there is only one definition of compensation of employees. 
However, differences in perception between the employer and the employee of the 
current exchange value of labour are partly taken int0 account by showing the 
employers' social contributions separately (but as part of compensation of employees). 

The current exchange value is well-defined for items that are in fact exchanged for 
cash. However, for other transactions 'the value at which they could have been 
exchanged' is still to be defined. This pertains, for example, to wages and salaries in 
kind, barter and production for own final use. 

Arranged fiom most to least preferred, three supplementary principles of valuation are 
distinguished in the guidelines: 

(1) prices of similar items exchanged for cash elsewhere; 

(2) production costs; 



(3) net present value (discountcd present value of cxpccted future returns) 

(see 1993 SNA paras 3.70-3.75). 

The first supplementary principle is to use prices of similar items exchanged for cash 
clsewhere. 'The perception of the current exchange value may differ bctween the 
producer and the consumer (or between the employer and employee). In the guidelines, 
the point of view taken is always that of the producer. For example, in case of wages 
and salaries in kind, the goods and services should be valued at basic prices when 
produced by the employer, and at purchaserst prices when purchased by the employer 
(that is, the price actually paid by the employer). 

The second supplementary principle of valuation is production costs. For market 
output and output for own final use, production costs includes "a mark-up that reflects 
the net operating surplus or mixed income attributable to the producer" (1993 S N 4  
para 3.73). For other non-market output, "no allowance should be made for any net 
operating surplus" 20. However, for logica1 and practical reasons, in fact valuation at 
production costs excluding a mark-up is recommended not only for other non-market 
output but als0 for market output and output for own final ~ s e . ~ l  The production costs 
include thus only intermediate consumption, compensation of employees, capita1 
consumption, other taxes on producti0n2~. They exclude interest payments. 

20 For other non-market output, always production costs should be used, even if similar products are 
exchanged for cash elsewhere, e.g. in case of health care or education. 

21 Logically the mark-up can not be baced on the valuation for similar products undcr similar 
circumstances as this would amount to applying the first supplementary principle of valuation. 
Similarly, logically the mark-up c m  not be based on the discounted present value of expected future 
returns as this would arnount to applying the third supplementary principle (and not the second). The 
position taken by the guidelines seem to be that: 

in principle, the mark-up should be based on the discounted present value of expected 
fuhire returns; 

however, such a mark-up is to be rejected, because it is not practica1 and 
leads to speculative results; 

therefore, production costs without mark-up are to be preferred. 

The following quotation illustrates this position: "[when an entertainment, literary or artistic original] 
is not sold, its valuation may be diff~cult because it depends on the future benefits that the owner 
expects to derive. These benefits may be very d~Ecult  to estimate in advance. In the absence of other 
information it may be necessaq to value the original by its costs of production, as in the case of many 
other kinds of output produced for own gross fixed capital formation" (1993 SNA para 10.95, cf. also 
para 6.144). 

22 The 1993 SNA is a bit confusing: the definition of production costs of output for own-final use and 
other non-market output suggests that subsidies on production should be deducted (paras 6.85 and 
6.91). This is no real problem provided these subsidies are rather small. However, if these subsidies 
cover say 80% of the compensation of employees, deducting these subsidies is clearly erroneous: it 
amounts to mixing valuation from the revenue side and valuation from the cost side: subsidies should 
only be deducted when valuing from the revenue side, but not when valuing from the cost side. 



'She third supplementary principle of valuation is the net present value. As can be 
derived fiom our discussion of the mark-up, the net present value plays a very minor 
rok. The guidelines state e.g. that "Although this method is theoretically entirely 
justified, it is not generally recornrnended since it involves many assumptions and as a 
consequence the outcornes are highly speculative" (1993 SNA, para 3.75). 

5.3 Net present value 

This subsection investigates the role net present value can play in the national 
accounts. The net present value is a dominant concept in economic thcory. For 
example, since Hicks' classic book Value and Capital, standard micro-economic theory 
is hlly based on the net present value, i.e. the discounted present value of expected 
future returns. Nevertheless, its role in national accounting is thus far very limited. This 
is a source of confùsion between economic theorists and national accountants, and, as 
the 1993 SNA reveals (see section 5.2), als0 among national accountants. 

According to Malinvaud (1994), the net present value should play a more prominent 
role in the national accounts. He argues that in some cases the net present value should 
even replace the value at which items are in fact exchanged for cash ('the market 
value'), because: 

- for many economic subjects, the market value is not directly relevant; they 
buy, sell, produce and consume mainly as a function of longer term plans; 

- most uses of national accounts figures refer to analyzing annual or even 
longer term developments (Malinvaud, 1994, p. 9). 

However, the role of net present value is Iimited in the national accounts for many 
good reasons. 

A first reason is that it can only he used to value n project or an asset with u distinct 
strearn of revenues and costs, e.g. an office building or dwelling rented out, bonds or 
copy-rights. The net present value can not be used to value non-financial assets that are 
only one of the inputs of a production process. For example, a building used in 
producing tv's. The net present value of this building depends on the net present value 
of the production of tv's (the project). However, the net present value of the building 
can not be derived as its contribution can not be isolated from that of the other inputs. 
So, for valuation of this building, the net present value is no viable alternative to the 
current exchange value. 

A second reason is that the valzre is speculative, as it depends on the discounting rate 
used and on the assumptions made about the expected revenues (and costs). A 
different discount rate and different assumptons may result in quite different values. 
This is the reason given in the 1993 SNA. 



A third reason is that up to date and precise estimates of net present value are ofíeiz 
not used by enterprises and households for deciding ort projects 
(investments/purchase of assets) : 
- For thern, it suffices to select for a limiled range of projects/investrnent the 

one with the highest net present value. This can often be done without 
exact calculation of the net present value. 

Furthermore, when a project has already been started, there is no need to 
make new calculations of the net present value, because it would nat 
influence the decision making process. For example, the project will be 
continued despite a drastically declined net present value, becausc there are 
substantial sunk costs. So, the net present v a k  will at most be used in 
deciding on new projccts/investments. 

In situations of substantial uncertainty, the net present value is not a 
suitable (sok) decision criterion; general strategic considerations about the 
developments of the market are then much more important. This applies 
e.g. for investment in equity. 

Empirica1 research has revealed that even when the net present value is a 
useful criterion in deciding on investments, it is often not used by 
enterprises and households (cf. Faulhaber and Baumol, 1988). 

When the net present value does not play a clear and dominant role in the decision- 
making by enterprises and households, its rnerits for statistica1 description of the value 
of assets are of course als0 limited. 

A fourth reason is that the net present value is not very interesting for compuri.sons 
over time, because changes over time in this value can be very volatile and will reflect 
to a main extent changes in expectations and relative prices. 

A fifth reason is that the net present value is not wel1 defined, because it is not clear 
which revenues and expenditure shouId be discounted. From the point of view of 
enterprises and households, their net present value should als0 take account of 
expected holding gains and the fiscal treatment of revenues. This applies for example 
to the net present value of natura1 resources and equity. However, following the basic 
national accounts concepts, the net present vahe should ignore expected holding gains 
and the fiscal treatment of revenues. 

A sixth reason is that the net present values are ex ante values and therefore likely to 
be inconsistent. For example, the expectations of the producers of machinery are likely 
to be inconsistent with the expectations of producers that use such machinery in 
producing other goods and services. As a consequence, the net present values of their 
enterprises wil1 also be inconsistent. The same applies to the net present value of 
financial assets: their net present values should be estimated on the basis of a consistent 
set of expectations, e.g. with respect to interest rates, exchange rates and economic 
growth al1 over the world. However, some financial assets are even based on the 



existence of differences in expectations, e.g. options. Only ex post values like the 
current exchange value achieves the consistency required by the national accounts. 

The seventh reason is that valuation of assets at net present value does not recrlly,fit zit 

n nntional accounting syslern ntnánly hased on current exchange valzm. Valuation of 
assets at net present value is a forward-looking concept of capita1 stock. It should 
therefore be accompanied by a forward-looking concept of income. This concept is 
generally known as Hicksian income, as it orìginatcs fiom Hicks' classic book Vdue 
and capital. This concept of income is often misunderstood, but is fundamentally 
different fiom the income concepts ernploycd in the international guidelines. 

Hicks' definition of a persons' income is "the maximum value which he can consume 
during a week, and still expect to be as well off at the end of the week as he was at the 
beginning" (I-Zicks, 1946, p. 172)23. Iiicksian income is best understood as a type of 
real interest on capital stock. Suppose that inflation is absent, that expectations and 
wants are constant over time and that a person has a deposit of $ 1 million on which he 
rcceives 4% interest annually. Hicksian income is then $40,000, because by consurning 
this amount, he will be as well off at the end of the year as he was at the beginning. 

The most common misunderstanding of Hicksian income is that it includes al1 holding 
gains and losses in income (see e.g. 1993 SNA, para 8.15). Nevertheless, Hicks is 
very clear about this: "if [holding gains] occur, they have to be thought of as raising 
income for future weeks (by thc interest on them) rather than as entering int0 any 
effective sort of income for the current week. Theoretica1 confusion between income 
ex post and ex ante corresponds to practica1 confùsion between income and capital" 
(Hicks, 1946, p. 179). In terms of our example, suppose that our person has made a 
holding gain of $500.000 on selling his options, and this money is als0 put on the 
deposit. Hicksian income is then 4% of $ 1,5 million, i.e. $ 60,000. Similarly, suppose 
instead that the person has made a holding loss of $ 500,000. Hicksian income is then 
4% of $ 0,5 million, i.e. $20,000. 

Our examples have illustrated Hicksian income with the help of simplifiing 
assumptions. If we gradually relax these assumptions, Hicksian income becomes much 
more complex. For example, if prices rise, our person will be less well off if he spends 
his revenues from interest: Hicksian income will then be less then these revenues. In 
principle, Hicksian income should take account of many aspects, e.g. expected changes 
in prices, expected interest rates, uncertain other revenues and life-cycle 
considerations. Hicks defined his concept of income for a person. If we want to apply 
this concept to a nation, it becomes even more complicated. 

23 We do not agree with Reich that Hicks definition is "caught in a logica1 circle" (Reich, 1991, p. 
238): future income determines the value of present capita1 and changes in the value of present capita1 
should be interpreted as changes in future income. However, we fully agree with Reich's genera1 
conclusion that "there is a principal cleavage between the Hicksian concepts and the national 
accounts" (Reich, 1991, p. 239). 



Hicks fully realized that his concept of incoine was merely a theoretical construct. It is 
therefore not very surprising that the income conccpts actually used in the national 
accounts differ in many respects from Hicksian income. In contrast to Hicksian income, 
the national accounts focus mainly on describing the revenues and expenditure during 
the accounting period. The national accounts make no effort to account for expected 
revenues and expenditure. The national accounts do not take account of expected 
changes in interest rates, prices or wants (e.g. due to a changing composition of the 
population). 

The concept of acksian income is a typical product of standard rnicro-econornic 
theory. Our comparison of Hicksian income with the concepts in the national 
accounts24 is therefore a good illustration of the fundamental cleavage between 
economic theory and national accounts: the main part of economic theory is in t m s  
o f  expectations abozct the future, while the rzational accomts focuses on describing the 
present Jows and stocks ~~ithout  explicit referetrce to future events. This is als0 the 
most fundamental reason why the national accounts has adopted the current exchange 
value as its basic principle of valuation and not the net present value. 

The eight reason that net present value plays a minor role in national accounting is that 
in order to calculate an accounting system in t e r m  of net present values, the best way 
is to extrapolate the figures from an accounting system in terms of current exchange 
values. A good example of this is Kotlikoff s generational accounting (Kotlikoff, 1992). 
Kotlikoff argues that the government deficit as can be derived from a conventional 
national accounting system is an entireiy misleading concept, because it is not forward 
looking. Conventionai govement  deficit does not take account of fkture assets and 
liabilities and does not show the shifting of the tax burden from one generation to 
another. However, in order to make the calculations necessary for drawing up 
generational accounts, conventional government accounts are a good starting point: 
they should be projected to  the future (e.g. per year) and then be discounted. This 
implies that national accounts based on current exchange values wil1 always remain 
indispensable, but that they could be supplemented with the generational accounts25. 

24 The Hamiltonian is a mathematica1 expression which can als0 be interpreted as a concept of income 
(see Usher, 1994). Quite like Hicksian income, this theoretica1 concept is also íùndamentally different 
from the national accounts concepts of income. 

25 Generational accounts probably better address some of the main decision problems of the 
government. However, generational accounts c m  oniy be drawn up on the basis of a lot of 
assumptions (about discounting rates, about demographic developments, about future economic 
growth, about the exact meaning of present cornmitments for the future liabilities, etc.). This large 
role of assumptions is of course a problem for economic policy. The best solution is probably to derive 
several generational accounts, each based on a different set of assumptions and scenarios for the 
future. 



5.4 Production costs 

In the guidelines, production costs are used to value other non-market output and, if 
no similar items are exchanged for cash elsewhere, als0 for output for own-account 
capita1 formation and output for own final consumption (see section 5.2). The concept 
of production costs used does not include interest payments. This can be regarded as 
an understatement of the production costs, because if these costs are not covered one 
way or the other, production c m  not be maintained in the long run.26 

Not including interest payments for measuring output from the costs side leads als0 to 
statistica1 anomalies. For exampIe: 
- according to the drafl 1995 ESA, rnarket producers should have sales that 

cover the major part of their production c o s t ~ ~ ~ .  Suppose that the 
operating expenses of some housing corporation consists for 40% of 
production costs and for 60% of interest payments. This implies that 
covering the major part of production costs is identical to covering 20% 
of operating expenses. So, if 30% of operating expenses are covered, this 
corporation should already be regarded as a market producer. 

if a non-market producer decides to sell his own buildings and 
rent them back, production costs and value added are likely to increase by 
amount of an operating surplus for the new owner, i.c. including a charge 
for the cost of interest. 

This anomaly can be solved by including interest as a production cost. The United 
Nations guidelines of 1947 recommend for the government to include interest 
payments as production costs as far as it arises "in connexion with government 
enterprises or the provision of ordinary peace-time services such as education, public 
sanitation, etc.". Excluded are however interest payments related to public debt that 
"has been incurred in meeting such charges as the cost of war or temporary deficits on 
social secunty funds and as a consequence has little or no counterpart in the fom of 
productive assets" (UN, 1947, p. 72). Applying this principle to the government is 
difficult, because it requires to split interest payments by the government in two parts: 
the part related to current production and the part related to old production, transfers 
or expenditure on exceptiond events. However, for al1 other non-market producers 
except the government this problem does not exist. Their production costs are 
therefore best defined including their interest payments. 

26 This reasoning applies also to persistent holding gains and losses. 

27 At present, the exact distinction beween rnarket and other non-market has not yet been decided for 
the 1995 ESA. The draft text suggested a 50 % criterion (the major part of the production costs should 
be covered by sales), but the most recent proposal is to take a more institutional point of view: al1 
private enterprises are market producers and only in sorne cases the 50% criterion is to be applied. 
This last proposal avoids that some farmers and public transport companies are to be classified as 
other non-market producers and thw pertain to either the sector government or the sector Non-profit 
institutions serving households. 



E'urthermore, for the government as a producer, there is no necd to split the interest 
paymcnts, because al1 their interest payments should be included. Al1 the interest 
payments are costs which should be covered by tax or other revenues of the 
government. The existence of interest payments related to war debts just induces a 
higher price for the delivery of the goods and services produced by the government. 
Without the war debts, the Same set of goods and services could have been provided 
cheaper. However, if war debts exkt it is necessary to charge a higher price for this set 
of goods and services. 

A somewhat sirnilar logic is also used by enterprises: if they can, they wil1 make old 
losses (expenses) good by charging higher prices to their present customers, e.g. in 
case of insurance companies who miscalculated their risk. Analogously, some 
enterprises charge higher prices for one product in order to cover their losses on 
another product. 

Our proposal is to include actual interest payments in production costs2Y From the 
point of view of opportunity costs, not the actual interest payments should be included 
but the interest received if a the money invested in the production process would have 
been invested elsewhere, e.g. in the iorm of a deposit. However, we do not favour such 
an accounting procedure, because: 

the opportunity revenue is an arbitrary concept, e.g. depending on the 
interest rate chosen (market interest rate, rate used in the present loans, 
etc.); 

- imputing interest distorts the analysis of the financial flows (though 
imputed interest and actual interest flows can be shown separately); 

if a non-market producer does not have to pay interest, financing its 
production does not require to  finance interest payments. In case of 
government institutions and other non-profit institutions it is als0 evident 
that there is no need for the payrnent of dividends. 

The anomaly with a non-market producer owning or renting buildings can also be 
solved by including in production costs the rental valzie of hziildings owned and used 
by non-market producers. This was recornmended in the UN-guidelines of 1953 and 
was also recommended in initia1 drafts of the 1993 SNA (see Bos, 1994a). 

28 The issue dealt with here is how to measure output by adding up the costs of various inputs (costs). 
A related, but somewhat different, issue is how to explain fluctuations in output and econornic growth 
in terms of fluctuations in inputs. In this other context, which is in fact most meanina1 for output 
actually sold, the costs of financial capita1 can also be regarded as a payment for services (see also 
Bos, 1993, p. 16). This allows to show that cheap financial capital can stimulate econornic growth and 
high interest rates can be a serious banier to econornic growth. This is the type of analysis of 
econornic growth proposed by Keuning (1994b, see in particular section 2.2). 



Capita1 consumption is a cost for owning a building. So, in imputing a rental value for 
owner-used buildings, capita1 consumption on these offices and buildings should be 
excludcd in order to avoid doublc-counting. A similar argument pertains to the interest 
payments: if these are to be included in production costs, those related to financing the 
purchase of buildings should be excluded. For the opportunity interest costs, this 
exclusion is no problem. However, for the actual interest payments this split is 
problernatic. As a consequence, a concept of production costs which includes actual 
interest payments plus an imputed rental for owner-used buildings is als0 problematic. 

We reject including in production costs a rental for owner-used buildings. The reasons 
are rather the same as for our rejection of the inclusion of the opportunity interest: 
- the rental value is an arbitrary concept as similar buildings rented are 

difficult to find; 
- if the rental value is to be wed for buildings, this suggests that 

also imputations are to be made for the use of other non-financial assets, 
e.g. infrastructural works. However, the rental value of these is certain to 
be non-existent in nearly al1 cases. 

- if a non-market producer does not have to pay a rental, financing its 
production does not require to finance a rental. 

In the guidelines, the services of owner-occupied dwellings are not valued at 
production costs: 

"As well-organjzed markets for rented housing exist in most countries, the output of 
own-account housing services can be valued using the prices of the Same kinds of 
services sold on the market ... the output of the housing services produced by owner- 
occupiers is valued at the estimated rental that a tenant would pay for the same 
accommodation, taking int0 account factors such as location, neighbourhood 
amenities, etc. as wel1 as the size and quality of the dwelling itself' (1993 SN& para 
6.89). 

This text suggests that the rental at purchasers' prices should be used. However, 
following the general principles in the guidelines (see section 5.2) ,  this type of output 
and final consumption should be valued at basic prices. The distinction is important 
when subsidies (on products) are given to market producers of housing services in 
order to reduce the rentals they charge. In that case rentals at purchasers' prices for 
similar dwellings will differ due to the existence of such subsidies. However, rentals at 
basic prices will not differ and this is the vaiue to be used. 

Despite this solution, the convention to impute the rental value of owner-occupied 
dwellings remains problematic: 

The market for the rental of housing services may be well-organized, but 
dwellings, w-hether rented or owner occupied, are a very heterogeneous 



product; probably one of the most heterogeneous  product^^^. The more 
heterogeneous the product and its prices, the more difficult it becomes to 
find suficiently comparable prices for imputing values. 

Even if the market for the rental of housing services is well-organized, a 
cornparable rental may not exist. For example, the most expensive 
categories of dwellings are usually never rented and in some 
neighbourhoods al1 dwellings are owner-occupied. 

The market for the rental of housing services may be well-organized, bul 
very smal1 in size compared the market for owner-occupied dweilings. It is 
not uncommon that the rental market covers only 30% of the dweiiings. 
The larger the market for owner-occupied dwellings the larger the 
consequences of the imputatisn of arbitrary rental values. 

For owner-occupiers, the rental value of their dwelling is oRen irrelevant. 
For them, their real costs of housing are important, i. e. the costs of 
maintenance, the interest payments for mortgages and the fiscal treatment 
of owner-occupiers (are interest payments deductable? is a rental imputed 
in order to calculate taxable income?). Owner-occupiers are often owner- 
occupiers, because they would have to pay much more for a similar 
accommodation rented. They have sirnilar accommodation for a cheaper 
price; this reflects just their perception. 

The genera1 principle in the guidelines is that if it is not possible to find a comparablc 
price the production costs should be used. As interest payments constitute often a 
major part of the real costs of housing, valuation at production costs excluding interest 
payments is no attractive solution. However, for a valuation at production costs 
including interest payments this problem does not exist. This principle can be applied in 
two ways: 

- only for owner-occupied dwellings which do not have a counterpart 
rented; 

for al1 owner-occupied dwellings. 

The first way is just an application of the genera1 principles of the guidelines (except 
that we favour inclusion of interest payments as a change in the genera1 defintion of 
production costs). The second way is rnuch more drastic, but follows the perception of 
the producers of the housiig services, i.e.. the owner-occupiers. Their real costs of 
housing can be regarded as the basic price of their housing services30. 

29 In most countries there are many types of dwellings, which ditter in style, size, quality of 
maintenance and al1 kinds of facilities, like a garage and a garden. Each of these differences may 
drastically influence the price of a drvellling or its rental. Furthermore, the price of a dwelling depends 
often crucially on its location, differences of 30 % or more due to dserences in location are no 
exception. For example, a dweîling at the m i n  road may differ in substantially in price with an 
identical dwelling situated one or two (quieter) streets further on. Similarly, some streets or 
neighbourhoods may be notorious and have therefore low priced dwellings. There also often 
substantial differences in the prices of dwellings between regions or between the city and the province. 

30 The fiscd advantages for owner-occupiers couid be treated as a subsidy on housing services. This 
would reflect the red costs of housing 10 ai oivner-occupier, but may be difficult to estimate. 



6. Conclusians 

National accounting is the statistica1 language of macro-economic theory. Its 
international guidelines contain statistica1 definitions of e.g. production, capita1 
fortnation, final consumption, collective goods, inflation, lcnding and employment. 

With respect to valuation, national accounts figures differ fundamentally from standard 
econornic theory: national accounts figures intend to describe the current exchange 
values, i.e. the values actually used in exchanging goods, services, labour and assets for 
cash; they do not intend to describe prices under perfect competition or the discounted 
present value of expected firture returns (net present value). 

h case there is no exchange for cash, the international guidelines use supplernentary 
principles of valuation: prices of similar items exchanged elsewhere for cash, 
production costs and net present value (in order of descending preference). The 
concept of production costs in the guidelines fails to fiilfil its descriptive role. This can 
be resolved by including als0 actual interest payments. Furthermore, the services of 
owner-occupied dwellings should also be valued at production costs. This follows from 
just applying the genera1 principles in the 1993 SNA. This treatment is also 
descriptively superior, as it can show e.g. that owner-occupiers pay a price lower than 
the market rental value of similar dwellings. In satellite accounts, other valuation 
principles can be employed that are more analytica1 or more relevant to (some specific) 
economic policy, e.g. : 

valuation at production costs including an opportunity charge for interest 
foreg one ; 

- valuation at production costs including an estimate of the external costs of 
pollution; 

valuation at world market prices, e.g. when national prices are distorted by 
huge subsidies and transfers; such valuation is proposed by Ward (1994) to 
drastically improve national accounts as an econornic policy t001 for 
developing countries and the Eastern-European economies in transition. 

valuation at net present vdue, e.g. in a human capita1 module or in a set of 
generational accounts; 

valuation of human capital fonnation at costs of education and training 
including an estimate of earnings foregone by students (see Bos, 1994d). 

A system of national accounts requires al1 kinds of consistency. This consistency 
implies that the concepts of some theories can not be incorporated simultaneously in 
one set of accounts. This applies e.g. to Keynesian expenditure concepts of final 
consumption and capita1 formation and their more welfare-oriented (extended) 
counterparts. Justice can be done to both types of concepts by drawing up a satellite 
account supplementing the core set of accounts. 



National accounts figures are transformations of primary data on the basis of statistical 
tcchniques and conceptual conventions Minimizing the role of this transformation 
process maximizes the empirical content of the national accounts. This aspect is 
stressed in the 'Dutch' core and, to a lesser extent, in the core-set of accounts and the 
supply and use-tables in the international guidelines. By increasing the role of the 
transformation process, the national accounts figures become doser to being the 
outcomes of a model (theory) and less a statistic. Cases in point are syrnmetric input- 
output tables, extended accounts, 'green' national income calculations and generational 
accounts. Al1 these tables and accounts are best regarded as satellites that supplement 
the more empirical core systcm. 
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Statistics Netherlands 
National Accounts Occasional Papers 

NA/Ol Flexibility in the s stem of National Accounts, Van Eck, R., C.N. 
Eorter and H . R .  van T uinen (1983). 
This paper sets out some o f  the main ideas of what radually developed 
int0 the Dutch view on the fourth revision of the &A. In particular it 
focuses on the validity and even desirability of the inclusion of a 
number of carefully chosen alternative definztions in the "Blue Book", 
and the organization of a Elexible s stem starting from a core that is 
easier to understand than the 1968 &A. 

NA/02 The unobserved economy and the National Accounts in the Netherlands, a 
sensitivity analysis, Broesterhuizen G.A.A.M. (1983). 
This pa er studies the influence of kraud on macro-econornic statistics, 
especia 7 ly GDP. The term "fraud" is used as meaning unreporting or un- 
derreporting income (e. to the tax authorities). The conclus~on of 
the analysis of growth !?i ures is that a bias in the growth of EDDP of 
more than 0.5% is very unf ikely. 

NA/03 Secondary activities and the National Accounts: Aspects of the Dutch 
measuxement ractice and its effects on the unofficial economy, Van 
E C ~ ,  R. (19a9) . 
In the process of estimatin national product and other variables in 
the Natlonal Accounts a numier of methods is used to obtain initia1 
estimates for each econornic activity. These methods are described and 
for each method various possibilities for distortion are considered. 

NA/04 Comparability of in ut-output tables in time, Al, P.G. and G.A.A,M. 
Broesterhuizen (198P). 
It is argued that the comparability in time of statistics, and input- 
output tables in articular, can be filled in in various wa s. The way 
in which it is fiyled depends on the structure and object o% the sta- 
tistics concerned. In this respect it is im ortant to differentiate be- 
tween coordinated input-output tables, in wkich groups of units (indus- 
tries) are divided int0 rows and columns and analytlcal input-output 
tables, in which the rows and columns refer to homogeneous activities. 

NA/05 The use of chain indices for deflatin the National Accounts, Al, 
P.G., B.H. Balk, S. de Boer and G.P. fen Bakker (1985). 
This paper is devoted to the roblem of deflatin National Accounts and 
in ut-output tables. This proplem is approached Brom the theoretical as 
weyl as from the practica1 side. Although the theoretical argument 
favors the use of chained Vartia-I indices, the current practice of 
compilaring National Accounts restricts to using chained Paasche and 
Laspeyres mdices. Various possible objections to the use of chained 
indices are discussed and rejected. 

NA/06 Revision of the systen of National Accounts: the case for flexibility, 
Van Bochove, C.A. and H.K. van Tuinen (1985). 
It is argued that the structure of the SNA should be made more flexi- 
ble. This can be achieved by means of a s stem of a genera1 purpose 
core supplemented with speclal modules. ~ K i s  core is a fully fledged, 
detailed system of National Accounts with a greater institutional 
content than the present SNA and a more elaborate description of the 
econom at the meso-level. The modules are more analytic and reflect 
special purposes and specific theoretical views. 

NA/07 Integration of input-output tables and sector accounts; a possible 
solution, Van den Bos, C. (1985). 
The establishment-enterprise problem is tackled by taking the institu- 
tional--sectors*~to~which~the-establishments belong int0 account during 
the construction of input-out ut tables. The extra burden on the con- 
struction of input-output tabfes resulting from this approach is exa- 
mined for the Dutch situation. An adapted sectoring of institutional 
units is proposed for the construction of input-output tables. 

NA/08 A note on Dutch National Accounting data 1900-1984, Van Bochove, C.A. 
f 1985). ,-- --, . 
This note provides a brief survey of Dutch national accounting data for 
1900-1984, concentratin on national income. It indicates where these 
data can be found and d a t  the major discontinuities are. The note 
concludes that estimates of the level of national income may contain 
inaccuracies; that its growth rate is measured accurately for the 
eriod since 1948; and that the real income growth rate series for 

E~oo-1984 may contain a systematic bias. 



NA/09 The structure of the next SNA: review of the basic options, Van 
Bochove, C.A. and A.M. Bloem (1985). 
There are two basic issues with res ect to the structure of rhe next 
version of the UN System of Nationay Accounts. The firct is its 'size': 
reviewing this issue, it can be concluded that the next SNA should con- 
tain an integrated meso-economic statistica1 system. It is essential 
that the next SNA contains an institutional system without the imputa- 
tions and attsibutions that pollute the present SNA. This can be 
achieved by distinguishing, in the centra1 system of the next SNA, a 
core (the mstitutional system , a standard module for non-market 
production and a standard modu 1 e describing attributed income and 
consumption of the household sector. 

NA/10 Dual sectoring in National Accounts, Al, P.G. (1985). 
Following a conceptual explanation of dual sectoring, an outline is 
given of a statistica1 system with complete dual sectoring in which the 
inkages are als0 defined and worked out. It is shown that the SNA 1968 
is incomplete and obscure with respect to the links between the two 
sub-processes. 

NA/11 Backward and forward linkages with an a plication to the Dutch agro- 
industrial complex, Harthoorn, R. (1985l 
Some industries induce production in ot er industries. An elegant 
method is developed for calculating forward and backward linkages avoi- 
ding double counting. For 1981 these methods have been a plied to 
determine the influence of Dutch agriculture in the Dutcg economy in 
terms of value added and labour force, 

NA/12 Production chains, Harthoorn, R. (1986). 
This paper introduces the notion of production chains as a measure of 
the hierarchy of industries in the production process. Production 
chains are sequences of transformation of products by successive indus- 
tries. It is possible to calculate forward transformations as wel1 as 
backward ones . 

NA/13 The simultaneous conpilation of current rice and de£lated input- 
output tables, De Boer, S. and G.A.A.M. Broesterhuizen (1986). 
A few years a o the method of compiling in ut-output tables underwent 
in the ~etherfands an essential revision. h e  most significant irnpro- 
vement is that during the entire statistica1 process, from the proces- 
sing and analysis of the basic data up to and including the phase of 
balancing the tables, data in current prices and deflated data are 
obtained simultaneously and in consistency with each other. 

NA/14 A roposal £or the s optic structure of the next SNA, Al, P.G. and 
C.A. van Bochove (19E). 

NA/15 Features of the hidden economy in the Netherlands, Van Eck, R. and 
B. Kazemier (1986). 
This pa er presents curve results on the size and structure of the 
hidden Pabour market in tKe Netherlands. 

NA/16 Uncoverin hid&n incone distributions: the Dutch approach, Van 
Bochove, E.A. (1987). 

NA/17 Main national accounting series 1900-1986, Van Bochove, C.A. and T . A .  
Huitker (1987). 
The main national accountin series for the Netherlands, 1900-1986, are 
provided, dong with a brief! explanation. 

NA/18 The Dutch economy, 1921-1939 and 1969-1985. A comparison based on 
revisedmacro~~economic data for-the -interwar period, Den Bakker, G.P., 
T.A. Huitker and C.A. van Bochove (1987). 
A set of macro-economie time series for the Netherlands 1921-1939 is 
resented. The new series differ considerably from the data that had 

geen published before They are also more comprehensive, more detailed, 
and conceptually consistent with the modern National Accounts. The 
macro-economic developments that are shown by the new series are dis- 
cussed. It turns out that the traditional economic-historica1 view of 
the Dutch economy has to be reversed. 

NA/19 Constant wealth national ìncome: accounting £or war dama e w i t h  an ap- 
lication to the Natherlands, 1940-1945, Van Bochove, C .d. and W. van 

Porge (1987). 



NA/20 The micro-meso-nacro linkage for business in an SNA-compatible system 
of economic statistics, Van Bochove, C.A. (1987). 

M/21 Micro-macro link £or overninant, Bloem, A.M. (1987). 
This aper describes &e way the link between the statistics on govern- 
ment Einance and national accounts is provided for in the Dutch govern- 
ment finance statistics. 

NA/22 Some extensions of the static o en Leontief model, Harthoorn, R.(1987). 
The results of input-out ut ana P ysis are invariant for a transformation 
of the systen of units. Euch transformation can be used to derive the 
Leontief price model, Tor forecasting in ut-output tables and for the 
calculation o£ cumulative factor costs. hnally the series expansion of 
the Leontief inverse is used to describe how certain economic processes 
are spread out over time. 

NA/23 Compilation of household sector accounts in the Netherlands National 
Accounts, Van der Laan, P. (1987). 
This paper provides a concise description of the wa in which house- 
hold sector accounts are compiled within the Nether ? ands National 
Accounts. Special attention is paid to differences with the recommen- 
dations in the United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA). 

NA/24 ûn the adjustment of tables with Lagrange multipliers, Warthoorn, R. 
and J. van Dalen (1987). 
An efficient variant of the Lagrange method is given, which uses no 
more computer time and centra1 memory then the widely used RAS method. 
Also some special cases are discussed: the adjustment of row sums and 
column sums, additional restraints, mutual connections between tables 
and three dimensional tables. 

NA/25 The methodolo of the Dutch system of quarterly accounts, Janssen, 
R. J .A. and S .f? Algera (1988). 
In this paper a description is given of the Dutch system of quarterly 
national accounts. The backbone of the method is the compilation of a 
quarterly input-output table by integrating short-term economic sta- 
tistics. 

NA/26 I utations and re-routeings in the National Accounts, Gorter, Cor N. 
888,  tarti in^ out Erom a def inition of ' actual ' transactions an inventory of 
al1 imputations and re-routeings in the SNA is made. It is discussed 
which of those should be retained in the core of a flexible system of 
National Accounts. Conce tual and practica1 questions of presentation 
are brought up. ~umericaf examples are given. 

NA/27 Registration of trade in services and market valuation o£ imports and 
exports in the National Accounts, Bos, Frits (1988). 
The registration of external trade transactions in the main tables of 
the National Accounts should be based on invoice value; this is not 
only conceptually very attractive, but als0 suitable for data collec- 
tion purposes. 

NA/28 The institutional sector classification, Van den Bos, C. (1988). 
A background paper on the conceptual side of the rouping of financing 
units. A limited number of criteria are formulate % . 

NA/29 The concept of (transactor-)units in the National Accounts and in the 
basic system of economic statistics, Bloem, Adriaan M. (1989). 
Units in legal-administrative reality are often not suitable as statis- 
tical units in describing economic processes. Some transformation of 
legal--administrative-units int0 ,economie 'statistical units is needed. 
This paper examines this transformation and furnishes definitions of 
economic statistica1 units, Proper definitions are especially important 
because of the forthcoming revision of the SNA. 

NA/30 Regional income concepts, Bloem, Adriaan M. and Bas De Vet (1989). 
In this paper, the conceptual and statistica1 problems involved in the 
regionalization of national accounting variables are discussed. Exam- 
les are the re ionalization of Gross Domestic Product, Gross National 

Yncome , ~is~osa6le National Income and Total Income of the Population. 



NA/31 The use of ten&ncy surve s in extra olating National Accounts, Oudde- K ken, Frank and Gerrit Zij mans (19897 
This paper discusses the feasibility of the use of tendency survey data 
in the compilation of very timely uarterly Accounts. Some preliminary 
estimates of relations between ten !l ency survey data and regular Quar- 
terly Accounts-indicators are als0 presented. 

NA/32 An economic core system and the socio-econodc accounts module for t h e  
Netherlands, Gorter, Cor N. and Paul van der Laan (1989). 
A discussion of the core and various t es of modules in an overall 
system of economy related statistics. gecial attention is paid to the 
Dutch Socio-econornic Accounts. Tables and figures for the Netherlands 
are added. 

NA/33 A svstems view on conceDts of income in the National Accounts. Bos, 
n rib (1989). 
In this paper, concepts of income are explicitly linked to the purposes 
o£ use and to actual circumstances. Main choices in de£ining income are 
resented in a eneral system. The National Accounts is a multi-purpose 
gramework. It skould theref ore contain several concepts of income, e. g. 
differing with respect to the production boundary. Furthermore, con- 
cepts of national income do not necessarily constitute an aggregation 
of income at a micro-level. 

NA/34 How to treat borrowing and leasing in the next SNA, Keuning, Steven J. 
(1990). 
  he ui6 of services related to borrowing money, leasing capital goods, 
and renting land should not be considered as intermediate inputs into 
s ecific roduction processes. It is argued that the way of recordin K 
intact. 

f t e use o! financial services in the present SNA should remain large y 

NA/35 A summary description of sources and methods used in compiling the 
final estimates of Durch National Income 1986, Gorter, Cor N. and 
others (1990). 
Translation of the inventory report submitted to the GNP Management 
Committee of the European Communities. 

NA/36 The registration of processing in SU p1 and use tables and input- 
output tables, Bloem, Adriaan I. , safe ge Boer and Pieter Wind (1993) . 
The re istration of processing is discussed primarily with regard to 
its effects on in ut-output-t e tables and input-output quotes. Links 
between National Accounts andqasic statistics, user demands and inter- 
national guidelines are examined. Net recording is in genera1 to be 
preferred. An exception has to be made when processin 

f? amOunts t0 a complete production process, e.g. oil refineries in t e Netherlands. 

NA/37 A proposal for a S M  which fits int0 the next System of National 
Accounts, Keuning, Steven J. (1990). 
This aper shows that al1 flow accounts which may become part of the 
next gysten of National Accounts can be embedded easil in a Social 
Accounting Matrix (SAM). In Pact, for many purposes a $AM format may be 
preferred to the traditional T-accounts for the institutional sectors, 
since it allows for more flexibility in selecting relevant classifica- 
tions and valuation principles. 

NA/38 Net versus gross National Income, Bos, Frits (1990). 
In practice, gross figures of Domestic Product, National Product and 
National Income are most often preferred to net figures. In this paper, 
this practice is challenged. Conceptual issues and the reliability of 
capita1 consumption estimates are discussed. 

NA/39 Concealed interest income of househol& in the Netherlands; 1977, 1979 
and 1981, Kazemier, Brugt (1990). 
The major problem in estimating the size of hidden income is that total 
income, reported plus unreported, is unknown. However, this is not the 
case with total interest income of households in the Netherlands. This 
makes it possible to estimate at least the order of magnitude of this 
art of hidden income. In this paper it wil1 be shown that in 1977, 
P979 and 1981 almost 50% of total interest received by households was 
concealed. 



NA/40 üho came off worst: Structural change of Dutch value added and employ-- 
7f111~turing the interwar period, Den Bakker, Gert P. and Jan de Grjt 
\ L / J W / .  

In this paper new data for the interwar period are resented. The dis- 
tribution of value added over industries and a break-down of value 
added into components is iven. Employment by industry is estimated as 
well. Moreover, ctructuraf changes during the interwar years and in the 
more recent past are juxtaposed. 

The supply of hidden labour in the Nethexlands: a model, Kazemier, 
Brugt and Rob van Eck (1990). 
This paper presents a model of the SU ply of hidden labour in the 
Netherlands. Model simulations show t g at the supply of hidden labour is 
not very sensitive to cyclical fluctuations. A tax exempt of 1500 guil- 
ders for second jobs and a higher probability of detection, however, 
may substantially decrease the magnitude of the hidden labour market. 

Benefits from productivity growth and the distribution of income, 
Keuning, Steven J. (1990). 
This paper contains a discussion on the measurement of multifactor pro- 
ductivity and sketches a framework for analyzing the relation between 
productivity changes and changes in the average factor remuneration 
rate by industry. Subsequentl the effects on the average wage rate by 
labour category and the house old primary income distribution are 
s tudied . K 
Valuation rinciples in SU ply and use tables and in the sectoral 
accounts, ffeuning, Steven Q. (1991) . 
In many instances, the valuation of transactions in goods and services 
in the national accounts poses a problem. The main reason is that the 
price paid b the purchaser deviates from the price received by the 
producers. T i? e paper discusses these problems and demonstrates that 
different valuations should be used in the supply and use tables and 
in the sectoral accounts. 

The choice of index number formulae and weights in the National 
Accounts. A sensitivity analysis based on macro-economic data for the 
interwar period, Bakker, Gert P. den (1991). 
The sensitivity of growth estimates to variations in index number 
formulae and weighting procedures is discussed. The calculations 
concern the macro-economic variables for the interwar period in che 
Netherlands. It appears that the use of different formulae and 
weights yields large dikferences in growth rates. Comparisons of Gross 
Domestic Product rowth rates among countries are presently obscured 
by the use of different deflation rnethods. There exists an urgent need 
for standardization of deflation methods at the international level. 

Volume measurement of government output in the Netherlands; some 
alternatives, Kazemier, Brugt (1991). 
This paper discusses three alternative methods for the measurement of 
the roduction volume of government. Al1 methods yield almost similar 
resuyts: the average annual increase in the last two decades of 
government labour productivity is about 0.7 ercent per full-time K worker equivalent. The implementation of eit er one of these methods 
would have led to circa 0.1 percentage points higher estimates of 
economic growth in the Netherlands. 

An environmental module and the complete system of national accounts, 
Boo. Abram J. De. Peter R. Bosch. Cor N. Gorter and Steven J. Keunin~ ... 
(1991~. 
A lin age between environmental data and the National Accounts is often 
l imi ted-- to- the-product ion  accounts:This paper argues that the conse- 
quences of economic actions on ecosystems and vice versa should be 
considered in terms of the complete System of National Accounts (SNA). 
One should begin with relating volume flows of environmental matter to 
the standard econornic accounts. For this purpose, a co-called National 
Accountin Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) is proposed. 
This is iflustrated with an example. 



w 4 7  Deregulation and economic statistics: Europe 1992, BOS, Frits (1992). 
The consequences of dere ulation for economic statistics are discussed 
with a view to Europe 1982. In particular, the effects of the introduc- 
tion of the Intrastat-system for statistics on international trade are 
investigated. It is argued that if the Statistica1 Offices of the EC- 
countries do not respond adeqvately, Euro e 1992 wil1 lead Lo a dete- 
rioration of economic statistics : they wiP1 become less reliable, lecs 
cost effective and less balanced. 

w 4 8  The history of national accounting Bos, Frits (1992). 
At present, the national accounts in most countries are com iled on the f: basls of concepts and classifications recomrnended in the 19 8-United 
Nations guidellnes. In this pa er, we trace the historica1 roots of 
these uidelines (e.g. the wore b King, Pett Kuznets, Keynes, Leon- 
tief, frisch, Tinbergen and ~toney, compare t k  subsequent guidelines 
and discuss als0 alternative accounting systems like extended accounts 
and SAMs. 

NA/49 Quality assessnent of macroeconomic figures: The Dutch Quswterly Flash, 
Reinin a Ted, Gerrit Zijlmans and Ron Janssen (1992). 
Since 8989-1~, the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics has made prelimi- 
nary estimates of quarterly macroeconomic figures at about 8 weeks 
after the end of the reference quarter. Since 1991-11, a preliminary or 
"Flash" estimate of GDP has been published. The decision to do so was 
based on a study comparin the Flash estxmates and the regular Quar- 
terly Accounts figures, wkich have a 17-week delay. This paper reports 
on a similar study with figures through 1991-111. 

NA/50 Quali q iyovement of the Dutch Quarterly Flash: A Time Series 
/Ifl&~\ S O some Senrice Industries, Reininga, Ted and Gerrit Zijlmans 
\ 1 7 7 L / .  

The Dutch Quarterly Flash (QF) is, just like the regular Quarterly 
Accounts (QA), a fully integrated statistic based on a quarterly 
updated input-out ut table. Not al1 short term statistics used to 
update the QA1s IE-table are timely enough to be of use for the QF, so 
other sources have to be found or forecasts have to be made. In lar e 
parts of the service industry the latter is the only poscibility. ~ E i s  
paper reports on the use of econometric techniques (vrz. series decom- 
position and ARIMA modelling) to improve the quality of the forecasts 
in five parts of the service industry. 

NA/51 A Research and Development Module supplementing the National Accounts, 
Bos, Frits, Hugo Hollanders and Steven Keuning (1992). 
This paper presents a national accounts framework full tailored to a 
description of the role of Research and Development (R~D) in the 
national economy. The framework facilitates to draw macro-economic 
conclusions from al1 kinds of data on R&D (also micro-data and quali- 
tative information). Figures resented in this wa can serve as a data 
base for modelling the role o! RW in the nationaf economy. 

NA/52 The allocation of time in the Netherlands in the context of the SNA; a 
module, Kazemier, Brugt and Jeanet Exel (1992). 
This pa er presents a module on informal production, sup lementing the 
~ationa! Accounts. Its pur ose is to incorporate informaf production 
into the concepts of the SEA. The relarion between forma1 and informal 
production is shown in the framework of a Social Accounting Matrix 
(SAM). To avoid a controversial valuation of informal production, the 
module constists of two SAMs. One expressed in actual rices with 
informal labour valued zero, and one which expresses tKe embedded 
informal labour input measured in terms of hours worked. 

NA/53 National--Accounts,-and the environment:=the case for a system's 
a proach, Keuning, Steven J. (1992). 
T R e present set of main economic indicators should be extended with one 
or a few indicators on the state of the environment. This paper lists 
various reasons wh a so-called Green Domestic Product is not suitable 
for this purpose. Ynstead, a s stem< s approach should be followed. A 
National Accounting Matrix incKuding Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) is 
presented and the way to derive one or more separate indicators on the 
environment from this information system is outlined. 



NA/54 How to treat dti-regional units and the extra-territoria1 reggon 
in rhe Regiopal Accounts?, De Vet, Bas (1992). 
This paper dlscusses the regionalization of production and capita1 
formation by multi-regional kind-of-activity units. It also examines 
the circumstances in which a unit may be s a ~ d  to have a local kind-of- 
activity unit in the extra-territoria1 region and what should be 
attributed to this "region". 

NA/SS A historica1 Social Accounting Hatrïx for the Netherlands (1938), Den 
Bakker, Gert P., Jan de Gijt and Steven J. Keunin (1992). 
This paper resents a Social Accounting Matrix (S&) for the Nether- 
lands in 1958, including related, non-monetary tables on demographic 
characteristics, employment, etc. The distribution of income and expen- 
diture among household subgroups in the 1938 SAM is compared with con- 
comittant data for 1987. 

NA/56 Ori in and development of the Dutch National Accounts, Den Bakker, Gert 
P. 719921. 
~ h i s  describes the history of national accountin in the Nether- f lands. After two early estimates in the be innin of t e nineteenth 
century, modern national accounting starte% in tRe 1930s on behalf of 
the Tinber en model for the Dutch economy. The develo ment spur~ed up 
after ~orl% War 11 to provide data to the government por economlc 
planning purposes. In the 1980s, the development was towards a flexible 
and institutional approach. 

NA/57 Compiling Dutch Gross National Product (GNP); summary re ort on the 
fivl estimates after the.rev1sion in 1992, Bos, Frits (P992) 
This summary report describes the sources and methods used for compi- 
ling the final estimate of Dutch Gross National Product after the 
revision of the Dutch National Accounts in 1992. Attention is focused 
on the estimation procedures for 1988. A more extensive report is also 
available (NA/57_Ext. ) . 

NA/57 Ext. Compiling Dutch Gross National Product (W); full report on the 
-final estimates after the revision in 1992, Bos, Frits and 
Cor N. Gorter (1993). 
This report describes the compilation of the final estimate of Dutch 
Gross National Product after the revision of the Dutch National Accounts 
in 1992. Attention is focused on the estimation procedures for 1988. 
The description covers i.a. data ling features of the 
surveys, grossing up procedures, or underreporting and 
the integration process. 

NA/58 The 1987 revision of the Netherlands' National Accounts, Van den Bos, 
C and P.G. Al (1994 . 
The 1987 revision t h ar was completed in 1992 has improved the Dutch 
National Accounts in three ways. First, new and other data sources have 
been used, like Production statistics of service industries, the Budget 
Survey and Statistics on fixed capita1 formation. Secondl the 
integration process has been improved by the use of detaiild make- and 
use-tables instead of more aggregate input-output tables. Thirdly 
several changes in bookkeeping conventions have been introduced, iike a 
net instead of a gross reglstration of processing to order. 

NA/59 A National Accounting Matrix for the Netherlands, Keuning, Steven and 
Jan de Gii t f 1992). 
~urrentl~: thë national accounts typicall use two formats for presen- 
tation: matrices for the Input-Output tables and T-accounts for the 
transactions of institutional sectors. This pa er demonstrates that 
presently available national accounts can easiPy be transformed int0 a 
Nati~na~~Accounting Matrix (NAM). This,may-improve both the trans- 
parency and analytlc usefulness of the complete set of accounts. 

NA/60 Integrated indicators in a National Accounting Matrix including 
environmental accounts (NAKEA); an ap lication to the Netherlands, De 
Haan, Mark, Steven Keuning and Peter gosch (1993). 
In this paper, environmental indicators are integrated into a National 
Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) and are put 
on a par with the major aggregates in the national accounts, like 
National Income. The environmental indicators reflect the goals of the 
environmental olicy of the Dutch government. Concrete figures are 
presented for e989. The NAMEA is optimally suited as a data base for 
modelling the interaction between the national economy and the 
environment. 



NA/61 Standard national accounting concepts, economic theo and data compi- 'If lation issues; on constancy and chan e in the United ations-Hanuals on 
national accounting (1947. 1953, 196% and l993), Bos, Frits (1993) . 
In this paper, the four successlve guidelines of the United Nations on 
national accounting are discussed in view of economic theory (Keynesian 
analysis, welfare, Hicksian income input-output analysis, etc.) and 
data compilation Issues (e . g .  the iink with concepts in administrative 
data sources). The new guidelines of the EC should com lemen! those of 
the UN and be simpler and more cost-eff icient . It shoued define a 
balanced set of operational concepts and tables that is attainable for 
most EC countries within 5 years. 

NA/62 Revision of the 1987 Dutch agricultural accounts, Pauli, Peter and 
Nico van Stokroa (1994). 
During the recent revision of the Dutch national accounts, new agri- 
cultural accounts have been compiled for the Netherlands. This paper 
presents the ma'or methodological and practica1 improvements and 
results for 1989, the base year for this revision. In addition, this 
paper demonstrates that a linkage can be established between the E.C. 
agricultural accounting system and the agricultural part of the 
standard national accounts. 

M/63 Im lementing the revised SNA in the Dutch National Accounts, Bos, Frits 
(1593) 
This sper discusses the implementation of the new United Nations 
pideEines on national accounting (SNA) in the Netherlands. The changes 
in basic concepts and classifications in the SNA wil1 be im lemented 

a E during the forthcoming revision. The chan es in scope wil1 e intro- 
duced graduall Im ortant changes schedu ed for the near future are 
the incorporatx& of balance sheets, an environmental module and a 
Social Accounting Matrix. 

NA/64 Damage and insurance compensations in the SNA, the business accounts 
and the Dutch national accounts, Baris, Willem (1993). 
This paper describes the recording of damages to inventories and 
produced fixed assets in general, including damages as a result of legal 
roduct liability and of the liability for damage to the environment. 
En this regard, the 1993 System of National Accounts and the practice 
of business accounting are compared with the Dutch national accounts. 

NA/65 Analyzi economic growth: a descri tion of the basic data available 
for theaetherlands and an ap licadon Van Leeuwen, George, Hendrie 
van der Hoeven and Gerrit Zi ymans (1944) 
This pa er describes the STA& project of ;he OECD and the Dutch 
nationa! accounts data supplied to the STAN database, which is designed 
for a structural analysis of the role of technology in econornic 
performance. Following an OECD analysis for other industrial countries, 
the irnportance of international trade for a smal1 open economy such as 
the Netherlands is investi ated. The STAN database is also available on 
floppy disk at the costs o!! DFL. 25, an can be ordered by returning the 
order form below (Please mention: STAN floppy disk). 

M/66 Comparability of the sector Genera1 Government in the National 
Accounts, a case study for the Netherlands and Germany, Streppel, 
Irene and Dick Van Ton eren (1994). 
This paper questions tie international comparability of data 
concerning the sector General Government in the National Accounts. Two 
differences are distin uished: differences due to lack o£ compliance 
with international gui$elines and institutional dif f erences 
Ad'ustments to National Accounts data are reflected in a separate 
moiule which comparises Germany versus The Netherlands . The module 
shows-thát-~otal-General-Government resources as wel1 as uses are 
substantially higher in the Netherlands. 

NA/67 What would Net Domestic Product have been in an environmentall 
sustainable eeonomy?, Prelimina views and results, De Boer. {art, 
Mark de Haan and Monique Voogt 8994). 
Sustainable use of the environment is a pattern of use that can last 
forever, at least in theory. This pattern is likely to render a lower 
net domestic product than the present economy. The coherence between 
reductions in pressure on the environment and changes in net domestic 
roduct is investi ated with the help of a simple multi lier model. 
$is model is basei on a National Accounting Matrix incEuding 
Environmental Accounts (NAMEA). 



NA/68 A Social Accounting Hatrix for the Netherlands, conce ts and results, 
Timmerman, Jolanda G. and Peter J.H. van de Ven (19947 
In this paper a Social Accounting Matrix (SM) for theaNetherlands is 
presented. Two ears are covered: 1988 and 1990. The SAM is an integrated 
data framework g ased on national accounts extended with information on 
distribution of income, consumption and wealth among household. 
Furthermore, labour income and employrnent are subdivided int0 several 
labour categories. The tables of the SAMs of both 1988 and 1990 are 
available on separate floppy disks at the costs of DFL. 65 each. 

NA/69 h l  zing relative factor inputs of Dutch exports: An a plication of 
the I990 Social Accounting Matrix for the Netherlands (Porthcoming), 
Reininga, Ted (1995). 
In this paper the validity of neoclassical trade theor for explainin 
Dutch international trade pafterns is studied. The anal sis is carrie K out with the use of a Social Accounting Matrix for The etherlands. 

% 
This study corroborates the outcome of other recent analysis in this 
field: classical trade theory offers a better startin -point to 3 understand Dutch trade pafferns than neoclassical tra e theory. 
Moreover, these recent studies point to the increasing relevance of 
insights derived from modern trade theory. The results presented here 
seem to support this point of view. 

NA/70 SESAME for the evaluation of economic development anà social change, 
Keuning, Steven J. (1994). 
This paper elaborates on the concept of a S stem of Economic and Social 
Accounting Matrices and Extensions, or S E S ~ E  for short. The SESAME- 
concept serves to meet the criticism that conventional national 
accounts take a too limited view at social, environmental and economic 
development. SESAME details the rnonetary accounts and cou les non- 
monetary information in an integral system approach. SES&E is meant as 
a synrhesis of national accounts and the social indicators approach. 

New revision olicies for the Dutch National Accounts Den Bakker, 
Gert P. , Jan Be Gij t and Robert A.M van Rooijen (1994). 
This paper presents the (new) revision policy for the Dutch National 
Accounts. In the past, several major revisions of national accounting 
data have been carried out in the Netherlands. In the course of time, 
the policy has chan ed several times. Recently, the aim has become to 
publish relatively Bong time-series shortly after the publication of 
the revised benchmark year data. 

Labour force data in a National Accounting framework, Den Bakker, 
Gert P. and Jan de Gijt (1994). 
This paper deals with the Dutch interwar labour force data. Starting 
with census data the estimation of the working and non-workin labour 
force by industr and by occu ational type is described and &e results 
are discussed. ~ x e  data have geen estimated within the national accounts 
framework. It is the first time that labour market figures at a meso- 
level have been estimated which are linked to other national accounting 
f igures . 
Integrated estimates of roductivity and tem-of-tra& changes front 
a Social Accounting Matr f x at constant rices, Keuning, Steven J. 1994). 
This paper demonstrates that measures of real income change for the total 
economy can best be derived from real income changes per subsector. For 
this urpose a Social Accounting Matrix (SM) at constant prices has been P compi ed. By breaking down value added at constant prices into constant 
price estimates for each primary input category, productivity changes by 
industry can be estimated as an integral part of the regular national 
accounts compilation. The national total trading gain or loss from a 
chan e*-in-the terms of trade is as wel1 allocated to subsectors, thus 
embe%din the estimat ion of this macro-measure int0 a mes0 - consistency 
framewora. These ideas have been applied in a case-study for Indonesia. 

Taking the emiroment into account: The Netherlands NAHEA'S for 
1989, 1990 and 1991, De Haan, Mark and Steven Keuning (1995). 
The National Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) 
contains figures on environmental burdens in relation to economic 
develo ments as reflected in the National accounts. NAMEA'S for the 
NetherPands in 1989, 1990 and 1991 have now been completed. They include 
a more detailed industrial classification and a series of environment 
taxes and levies, plus environmental protection expenditures b industry 
and households. Further the depletion of two important minera 1 
resources in the ~etheriands is now incorporated in the NAMEA' s. 



NA/75 Economic theory and national accountin , Bos, Frits (1995). 
This pa er describes the relationship Eetween econornic theory and 
nationa!? accounting. This relationship is often rnisundersfood, by 
econornic theorists and national accountants alike. Attention is dram 
to the consistency required in a national accounting system, to 
national accounts £i ures as a transformation of primary data and to 
the fundamentally different valuation principles employed in economic 
theory and national accounting (forward looking and analytic versus 
backward looking and descriptive . The gap between economic theory and 
national accounting can only be i ridged b satellite accounts, as in T these accounts consistency with the overa 1 system and valuation at 
current exchange value are not strictly required. 
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